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NEWS
people and nature - making connections

A biodiversity first approach
How Oxfordshire businesses can contribute to Nature’s Recovery
The scale of the climate and biodiversity
If you own or manage land, there are
crises can seem immense and out of
myriad ways you can help wildlife, such
our control. Yet, there is hope – globally
as allowing grass to grow longer, filling
and locally – when people decide to
in gappy hedgerows, creating ponds,
take action.
and restoring mineral extraction sites to
In this newsletter, we take a look at a
nature reserves. It is also possible to ‘go
few examples of how businesses around
the extra mile’ by planting for pollinators
Oxfordshire, such as Blenheim Estate,
and birds, creating ‘living’ fence posts,
Smiths Bletchingdon, Jennings and
leaving dung for beetles, and creating
Lyneham Heath, have been doing their
banks for sand martins. There’s so many
bit for Nature’s Recovery.
options and something for every scale,
Wouldn’t it be
every budget and every
wonderful if everyone
skill-set.
Wouldn't it be wonderful
who managed a
Even if you don’t
if everyone who managed a own or run a business,
business took a
‘biodiversity first
you can still encourage
business took a biodiversity
approach’ when
your employers, the
first approach?
making decisions about
businesses you buy
what to buy, how to
from, your friends and
manage land and livestock, or how to
your families to join in and contribute to
reduce, reuse and recycle? If we all
Nature’s Recovery.
thought about what the best options for
I hope you enjoy hearing about –
nature would be, alongside considering
and take inspiration from – some of
other important factors like impacts on
the work being done by Oxfordshire
people and finances, then collectively
businesses.
we could make a huge, positive
contribution to Nature’s Recovery.
Camilla Burrow, Wild Oxfordshire Director

“

”

Recovering nature at Blenheim

“

Having worked with Wild Oxfordshire for nearly 10 years, supporting
their work across the county, everyone at Blenheim Estate is delighted
that our woodland plans will aid the Nature Recovery Network

”

Blenheim Estate are creating new woodlands for the benefit of nature far beyond their
land and for generations far beyond this one. In collaboration with Morgan Sindall, the
Forest Canopy Foundation and Grown in Britain, more than 270,000 trees from 28 species
will be planted, covering 138 ha of land at high risk of soil erosion. Saplings will include
those grown from acorns collected in Blenheim’s High Park, home to the highest number
of ancient oak trees in Europe. The woods will also feature more than 15 km of new
public footpaths and sequester 25,000 tonnes of carbon, helping Blenheim to become
the first carbon-negative estate. Read more at wildoxfordshire.co.uk/news-2

Roy Cox, Blenheim Estates Director – blenheimestate.com/land
Images: Blenheim Estate; Trees © Blenheim Estate
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Small businesses
tackling big questions
Back in 1970, the economist
Milton Friedman said: “The social
responsibility of business is to
increase its profits” – often quoted
as ‘the business of business is
business’. Yet, we now know that
he was wrong ... the business of
business is to save the planet.
Here at Anne Veck Limited – an
award-winning hair salon in Oxford
– we are championing sustainable
and ethical business practice in the
hairdressing industry. We have been
net C02 neutral since 2019; we work
hard to reduce energy use, waste,
plastic, card and paper; and we pay
attention to our supply chain.
We are particularly interested
in how small businesses can
make sense of this huge issue and
‘mainstream’ biodiversity into their
operations. Perhaps the best way
forward is to tackle sustainability
in general by reducing energy
consumption and carbon emissions;
reducing water use, pollution and
waste; and choosing sustainable and
ethical suppliers. By doing this, small
businesses can reduce their impact
on forests, freshwater and oceans,
and the biodiversity within.
Indeed, public demand is pushing
businesses to operate ethically,
sustainably and in positive ways for
nature. Commitment to this can be
an important part of the marketing
mix. It works for us at Anne Veck
Oxford: so many of our clients tell
us they choose us to do their hair
because we are trying to do out
bit for the planet. Read more at
wildoxfordshire.co.uk/news-2
Keith Mellen, Managing Director,
Anne Veck Limited – anneveckhair.com

“

I look forward to
receiving updates from
Wild Oxfordshire, not
only news, but also the
comprehensive links to
external information - the
most useful I get in terms
of breadth of coverage by
a mile!

”
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Gill Mill goals

5
60
11

million tonnes of
sand and gravel
to be supplied
ha of
reedbeds to
be restored
km of paths
and bridleways
to be created

Creating space for nature
Mineral extraction can transform land for Nature’s Recovery
Mineral extraction will always be
restoration scheme that will transform
controversial. The extraction of sand,
intensive arable fields and improved
gravel and hard rock by quarrying
grasslands into one of the largest
changes the former landscape and can
connected priority wildlife habitats in
involve earth-moving on a large scale.
the region, including a 60 ha reedbed –
Yet, with Biodiversity
enough for a bittern
Net Gain being a
or three! It will also
We are delighted to support
current hot topic,
create 11 km of new
Wild Oxfordshire and greatly
this disturbance
public paths and
value the cohesion and vision
continues to
bridleways, plus a
provide unique
small number of
they bring to delivering Nature's
opportunities to
short-stay ecoRecovery in Oxfordshire
secure measurable
lodges that will
benefits for
provide revenue for
biodiversity and to reimagine how the
sustainable, long-term management of
land could be better used at the end
the resulting nature reserve.
of quarrying. Today, some 8,300 ha of
At the smaller end of the scale, at
UK priority habitats have been created
our former sand quarry at Duns Tew
through quarry restoration with a
West, we have created a mosaic of dry
further 11,000 ha in the pipeline.
acid and calcareous grassland alongside
Smiths Bletchington flagship Gill Mill
bare ground, a pond and a 365 m long
quarry in the Windrush Valley, south of
sand face that is not only a geological
Witney, has been operating since 1989.
SSSI, but is also the largest nesting site
Rushy Common Nature Reserve and
for sand martins in North Oxfordshire.
Tar Lakes are the legacies of quarrying
Mineral extraction at both Gill Mill
at Gill Mill. Here, species-poor, semiand Duns Tew quarries has changed
improved pasture has been transformed
the landscape for good, but restoration
through quarrying into clean freshwater
has delivered substantial gains for
lakes, ponds and scrapes that support
biodiversity. Thus, quarrying can have
a vast array of wildlife, all managed in
highly positive impacts beyond the
partnership with the Lower Windrush
essential materials that it provides. Read
Valley Project and enjoyed by thousands
more at wildoxfordshire.co.uk/news-2
of local visitors each year.
Martin Layer, Planning and Estates
The most recent planning permission
Manager, Smiths Bletchington –
at Gill Mill, granted in 2015, will enable
smithsbletchington.co.uk/communitythe site to supply a further 5 million
zone
tonnes of sand and gravel, alongside a

“
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Images: Rushy Common Nature Reserve ©
Smiths Bletchington

Horses create habitats
Managing land for the benefit of both horses and wildlife
At Lyneham Heath, we’ve been
Wormers, the vet and hard feed are no
experimenting with nature-friendly
longer needed. The horses are relaxed
land management to create a healthier
and contented and regulate their intake
and happier environment for our horses,
of natural grasses and medicinal herbs.
sheep, customers and wildlife.
We’ve created small ponds to attract
On 24 ha of land we’ve over-sown
newts, dragonflies, toads and frogs,
patches of wildflowers using both seed
and encouraged our hedges to grow
and green hay. Throughout this area we
tall, allowing the oaks, blackthorn and
tall-grass-graze a herd of four horses
hawthorn to regenerate through self(out all year-round).
seeding.
moving them
More than 500
We look forward to working
regularly to help
trees – fruit, nut,
with the Evenlode Catchment
establish diverse
broadleaf and conifer
sward heights
– have been planted
Partnership and Wild
and encourage
to create wood
Oxfordshire, sharing ideas and
wildflowers. Grazed
pasture, providing
learning
extensively in such
future shelter and
a manner, the
shade for livestock.
horses create a beautiful habitat and
We’ve also trialled living fence posts
the meadows are full of pollinators and
of goat and crack willow (pollarded)
wildlife. The tall grasses make the clay
with great success, giving the bees an
ground more robust in winter, so less
early source of nectar while beautifully
hay is needed for feed. We leave dung
serving a practical purpose.
for the dung beetles and we hand-fork
Since focusing management on
ragwort, docks and thistles before they
creating pollinator habitats and using
seed – a strangely enjoyable task when
the animals to conservation graze,
immersed in the throng of the meadow.
we have observed a huge increase in

“

”

wildlife, particularly hares, owls, finches,
kingfishers, butterflies and dragonflies.
We look forward to working with
the Evenlode Catchment Partnership
and Wild Oxfordshire, sharing ideas and
learning. Read more at wildoxfordshire.
co.uk/news-2
Sam Sanberg, Lyneham Heath Equestrian –
lynehamheathequestrian.co.uk

Jennings goes wild!
We’ve set an ambitious target here at Jennings: we want our Monument Park
site in Chalgrove to be net zero for carbon emissions by 2030. We aren’t aware
of any other business park trying to achieve this, so setting out a roadmap was
our first step. It will be a complicated journey because we’ll need to involve our
100+ tenant businesses based here and make sure they’re on board too.
As a responsible and ethical business, we’ve always tried to care for our
environment. The Park is planted with more trees, hedgerows and greenery
than most, and we love taking on new eco-projects. Over the last decade, we’ve
created a lake area, installed a biomass boiler, fitted PV panels on many buildings,
and we’re setting targets for reducing energy, waste and water.
To make sure we reach our 2030 goal, we’ve asked for advice from lots of
good people, including Roselle Chapman, the ecologist at Wild Oxfordshire. She
came to visit us and helped plan out more planting spaces to encourage wildlife
and pollinators. We now have two beehives, several wildflower beds and a herb
garden, all nestling nicely among our apple, plum and pear trees.
Learning to look after our newest tenants, 40,000 honeybees, is great fun –
they are beautiful and fascinating creatures. One brand new goal for this year
is to have our own Monument Park honey to give away. Watch this space! Read
more at wildoxfordshire.co.uk/news-2
Chris Williams, Sustainability & Eco Champion, Jennings – jennings.co.uk/sustainability

Images: Conservation grazing © Sam Sandberg;
Lake view © Jennings/Monument Park
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Update from Wild Oxfordshire ...
informing

inspiring

4Our Community Ecologist,

4Wild Oxfordshire’s Littlestock

Roselle Chapman, has given 4
presentations and advised 15
groups. She has also led a guided
bee walk around Louie Memorial
Playing Fields and Hutchcomb’s
Copse for the Centre for
Sustainable Healthcare and the
residents of Botley to celebrate
the creation of the NHS Forest
Botley Health Routes:
nhsforest.org/botley-health-routes

engaging
4Wild Oxfordshire has been sharing

4Roselle has also been advising

ideas and information at the
Wychwood Forest Fair and the
Watlington Green Plant Arts Trail.

the innovative chemical
company, Infineum, on
improving biodiversity around
their Oxfordshire offices.

4New staff member, Rhiannon

Evetts, will be working with
Roselle to give communities
practical advice on managing
and enhancing their local
environment.

4Oxfordshire’s Nature Recovery

Network is ready to go (just
waiting for the Environment Bill,
Jan 2022). It is great to see so
many partners using the network
map in planning nature recovery
initiatives. The next step is to
ensure that the Nature Recovery
Strategy is evidence-based, codesigned by stakeholders and
fully resourced: wildoxfordshire.
org.uk/biodiversity/oxfordshiresnature-recovery-network

Brook Natural Flood
Management Project won the
Environment Agency’s ‘Climate
Resilience’ Award. A short video
can be seen on our website and
we hope that others will be
inspired to use nature-based
solutions for flood management
and climate change adaptation.

4The Hedgerow Project is an

exciting new partnership project
with CPRE Oxfordshire to plant,
rejuvenate and gap up 2 km
of hedgerows in 2021 and
2022: wildoxfordshire.org.uk/
hedgerow-project

collaborating
4The Evenlode Smarter Catchment

Please support our
CHRISTMAS BIG GIVE
campaign
DOUBLE the value of your gift to
Wild Oxfordshire this Christmas.
Big Give have pledged £10,000 if
we can match it! Please make your
donation between 30 November
and 7 December 2021 at:
thebiggive.org.uk/s/christmaschallenge

every gift of every size will
make a dif ference - thank you!

Partnership launched this
year with £500,000 of funding
from Thames Water. Wild
Oxfordshire’s Ann Berkeley
will be coordinating the
partnership with support
from our new staff member,
Rory Cox. The partnership is
working on the Evenlode and
across the wider landscape
to improve water quality,
enhance flood management,
enrich biodiversity and increase
community engagement.

4 Our Yellow Wagtail Project

has just completed its second
summer of invertebrate
research and sampling and we
are delighted to say that yellow
wagtails have been sighted.

4 Wild Oxfordshire is coordinating
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a new partnership for Curlew
Recovery. This year, 15 nests
were located, of which, 11 were
fenced (mostly at Otmoor). We
aim to fence more nests across
the Upper Thames next year:
wildoxfordshire.org.uk/curlewproject

Images: Large scabious mining bee, Andrena hattorfiana © Roselle Chapman; Volunteers setting emergence traps for the Yellow Wagtail Project © Sophie Cunnington.
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